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13 ABSTRACT: We use resonant soft X-ray holography to image the
14 insulator−metal phase transition in vanadium dioxide with element
15 and polarization specificity and nanometer spatial resolution. We
16 observe that nanoscale inhomogeneity in the film results in spatial-
17 dependent transition pathways between the insulating and metallic
18 states. Additional nanoscale phases form in the vicinity of defects
19 which are not apparent in the initial or final states of the system,
20 which would be missed in area-integrated X-ray absorption
21 measurements. These intermediate phases are vital to understand
22 the phase transition in VO2, and our results demonstrate how
23 resonant imaging can be used to understand the electronic
24 properties of phase-separated correlated materials obtained by X-
25 ray absorption.
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27 Electronic correlations and structural distortions play a
28 strong role in the physics of the system of VO2, a
29 prototypical correlated material. At approximately 65 °C, VO2

30 undergoes a first order phase transformation from monoclinic
31 (M1) insulating phase to rutile (R) metallic phase.1 The
32 mechanism responsible for the phase transition has been
33 difficult to determine, and it is an open question whether the
34 structural distortion alone can account for the opening of the
35 band gap, or if electronic correlations are additionally required.
36 Theoretical evidence for strong electronic correlations is mixed.
37 Density functional theory (DFT) in the local density
38 approximation predicts that the M1 state should be metallic,
39 which suggests that correlation effects, which are not included
40 in DFT, may be responsible for the band gap. However, recent
41 DFT calculations with more sophisticated functionals2 can
42 reproduce a gaped state for the M1 phase without correlations,
43 but other issues are known to occur.3 As a result the role played
44 by correlations is still open.
45 Experimentally it is hard to separate the contributions of
46 electronic correlations from the structural change. In some thin
47 films the metallicity is believed to precede the structural
48 change,4−7 and nanoscale infrared imaging has also shown that

49there are unusual transport properties near Tc.
8 Observation of

50a monoclinic metal could indicate that correlations play a key
51role in determining the metallic properties of the material as the
52strength of the correlations can change the size of the band gap
53without a change in lattice symmetry. Recently, Gray et al.9

54argued that soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) can be
55used to measure the strength of electronic correlations separate
56from the structural phase transition and from the temperature
57dependence of the XAS signal suggested that the correlations
58weaken before the structural changes occur. However, no
59technique to date has been able to directly probe both
60structural and electronic aspects simultaneously while main-
61taining sufficient spatial resolution to ensure homogeneous
62probing. This is an issue because, while high-quality single
63crystals show that structural and electronic changes are
64concomitant and occur within 0.01 K,10 the thin films that
65show monoclinic metallic phases have transitions regions which
66are several degrees wide in temperature. This demonstrates that
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67 the phase transition in thin films is heterogeneous, and phase
68 coexistence occurs during the transition. This is a particular
69 concern in VO2, as it is known that, in ambient conditions, it is
70 close to a solid-state triple point with a second monoclinic
71 insulating state (M2).

1 Due to the first order nature of the phase
72 transition, these phases may also coexist,11−13 which makes
73 separating out the roles of each phase more of a challenge.
74 To address this point, we build on the work by Gray et al.9

75 and use polarization and wavelength resolved X-ray holography
76 to image both the structural and the electronic correlation
77 aspects of the insulator-to-metal phase transition in thin films of
78 VO2 with the same technique and with 50 nm spatial
79 resolution. We observe that, depending on the local environ-
80 ment, the sample can take two pathways. One is the direct
81 transition, in which the material transforms directly between
82 the M1 and R phases. The other path is an indirect transition
83 through an intermediate phase. While this phase could be
84 ascribed to the monoclinic metallic state, we believe it is more
85 likely to be the insulating M2 phase. The distinct pathways
86 result from nanoscale defects that modulate the strain
87 environment locally within the sample. Our results highlight
88 the key role played by defects in the phase transition in VO2
89 and the power of resonant holography for studying phase
90 separation in correlated materials on the nanoscale.
91 Resonant soft X-ray holography is a lensless imaging
92 technique that can exploit the full power of element and
93 polarization specificity of X-ray absorption spectroscopy for
94 contrast in imaging.14 As holography is an interference-based
95 imaging technique, it is sensitive to the relative shifts of the
96 amplitude and phase of the transmitted light across the sample.
97 Thus, it is particularly suited for measuring phase-separated
98 materials, which modulate the local transmission. A schematic
99 band diagram for the states probed by XAS on VO2 is shown in

f1 100 Figure 1a, based on the Goodenough model,15 for the M1 and
101 R phases. In this simplified picture, which does not include
102 correlations, the π levels are bonding/antibonding states that
103 result from a hybridization of the vanadium 3d and oxygen 2p
104 orbitals, whereas the d∥ states result from the overlap between
105 vanadium ions along the rutile c-axis. The monoclinic distortion
106 splits the d∥ band and moves the π* orbital above the Fermi
107 level.
108 This simple model can qualitatively explain most of the XAS
109 features. Spatially integrated XAS measurements on our VO2
110 thin films on free-standing Si3N4 membranes are shown in
111 Figure 1b (see the Supporting Information for sample details).
112 Due to the strong hybridization between the oxygen 2p and
113 vanadium 3d levels, XAS spectra at the oxygen K-edge also
114 probe the 3d orbitals of the vanadium ions. In the Goodenough
115 picture, the bottom of the conduction band is the π* band,
116 which is derived from the isotropic V dxy and dyz orbitals. In the
117 R state, the π* band moves below the Fermi level, resulting in
118 an increase in absorption at lower energies, as observed. The d∥
119 bands are derived from the V dx2−y2 orbitals, which are strongly
120 anisotropic. Transitions into the d∥ states are only observed
121 when the electric field vector is parallel to the rutile c-axis.
122 When the d∥ band is split due to the structural distortion in the
123 low-temperature phase, an additional higher-energy absorption
124 process is observed as indicated in Figure 1b. This polarization-
125 sensitive d∥ peak allows measurement of both the structural
126 transition and the orientation of the sample c-axis.
127 Although the Goodenough model predicts an isotropic π*
128 conduction band, the XAS shows a small, polarization-
129 dependent shift16 indicated as d∥

c in the inset of Figure 1b in

130the monoclinic phase. This feature is often ascribed to effects
131resulting from electronic correlations,9,16 as it is found in cluster
132dynamical mean field theory calculations,17 where electronic
133correlations were shown to provide an additional contribution
134from the d∥ states to the bottom of the conduction band due to
135the formation of a correlated vanadium singlet state in the
136monoclinic phase. This feature is lost when the singlets are
137broken in the metallic phase and can thus be used to measure
138correlations in the insulating phase of VO2.
139Based on the temperature dependence of the XAS dichroism
140of the d∥ and d∥

c states, Gray et al.9 argued that the singlet state
141is lost 7 K below the temperature at which the conventional
142structural phase transition occurs, and interpreted this as a sign
143of weakening electronic correlations prior to the structural
144transition. This may explain the origins for monoclinic-like
145metallic phases that have been observed,4−6 which also occur
146near the conventional structural transition temperature.
147However, in this temperature range, both the metallic and
148insulating phases have been observed to coexist, and from area-
149integrated XAS measurements, it is not clear if the loss of
150correlations is homogeneous or heterogeneous across the
151sample, or if nanoscale phase coexistence may affect the
152interpretation of the spectra. With resonant soft X-ray
153holographic imaging we can directly address this issue.
154 f2Figure 2a shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
155image of a VO2 sample. Samples were fabricated through pulsed

Figure 1. Electronic structure and X-ray transmission of VO2. (a)
Schematic of the band structure proposed by Goodenough.15 The π
states are hybridized vanadium 3d and oxygen 2p orbitals. The d∥ state
forms from overlapping vanadium d orbitals along the rutile c-axis. (b)
X-ray absorption spectra of the oxygen edge showing the transition to
the π* and d∥ states measured in transmission. The inset shows
normalized spectra at room temperature, in the M1 phase, for X-rays
parallel and perpendicular to the rutile c-axis. The polarization-
dependent edge shift, labeled d∥

c , corresponds to the contribution from
the d∥ state due to the formation of correlated dimers.16,17
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156 laser deposition on Si3N4 membranes and were shown to be in
157 the M1 phase with Raman scattering (further details can be
158 found in the Supporting Information). Although our substrate
159 is amorphous, we occasionally find regions of the sample with
160 micron-sized single crystals among smaller crystallites, and we
161 focus on those in our study as indicated in Figure 2. On the
162 perimeter of these single crystals, several defects can be
163 observed, with features as small as 50 nm. In Figure 2b, we
164 image the same sample via X-ray holography with X-rays tuned
165 to the d∥ peak, which provides maximum contrast for the
166 insulator−metal transition. At room temperature, we see
167 excellent agreement between the SEM and holographic images
168 given the different contrast mechanism of both techniques,
169 demonstrating the adequate spatial resolution of our method.
170 When we heat the sample to 330 K, i.e., to the start of the phase
171 transition in our films, we see bright stripes appearing across
172 the crystallite (Figure 2c). These stripes are metallic filaments
173 that are observed because the sample has a higher transmissivity
174 when metallic at the photon energy corresponding to the d∥
175 XAS feature. Interestingly, these domains, while long, can be as
176 narrow as 50 nm. It is clear from the evolution with
177 temperature that the nanoscale defects nucleate the metallic
178 phase and form metallic domains that span between defects,
179 demonstrating the role of local strain in locally lowering the
180 transition temperature. A further increase in temperature results
181 in the growth of these filaments (Figure 2d) until the whole
182 sample becomes metallic. As these defects appear dark in the
183 SEM and bright in holography, indicating high transmission, we
184 associate these defects with grain boundaries between VO2
185 crystallites. In fact, nucleation points at VO2 grain boundaries
186 are consistent with previous work which showed how oxygen
187 vacancies created by strain at grain boundaries present a
188 decreased phase-transition energy.18

189We now turn to investigate the role of electronic correlations
190and the presence of other phases in the growth of the metallic
191phase at the insulator−metal transition. To do this, we perform
192spectrally resolved imaging at multiple X-ray wavelengths. This
193imaging is performed in a different sample to that shown in
194Figure 2, with the X-rays polarized along the rutile c-axis, as
195made evident in the X-ray dichroic contrast shown in Figure S4
196in the Supporting Information. We collect X-ray holograms at
197518 eV incident photon energy on the vanadium L2-edge,
198which is also sensitive to the d∥ states,19 at 529 eV to be
199sensitive to the π* and d∥

c levels, and at 530.5 eV to be resonant
200to transitions into the d∥ states. We then use the images
201obtained at these three photon energies to encode the red (518
202eV), blue (529 eV), and green (530.5 eV) channels of a false-
203color image. In this spectral fingerprinting approach, we can
204observe if changes occur in different regions of the sample and
205at different temperatures. For example, if electronic correlations
206precede the structural transition as observed by Gray et al.,9

207then the d∥
c (blue channel) will change before the d∥ (green

208channel), resulting in a change of color in the image.
209 f3Figure 3 shows the spectrally resolved changes as a function
210of temperature. Again, we see the formation of nanoscale

211domains that span the small single crystals, starting at defects.
212However, now we can see that in different regions of the
213sample the X-ray transmission changes differently. At 334 K, we
214can discern at least three different phases as indicated: the
215original M1 phase and two new phases, one with a subtle
216change in the d∥

c (blue) channel and a second one with the
217greater change in the d∥ (green) channel.
218To understand how these phases grow, we perform a finer
219temperature scan and focus on one of the small single crystals
220indicated in Figure 3. In addition, to amplify the changes we
221threshold each channel (see the Supporting Information) and
222 f4show images at key temperatures in Figure 4a. At low

Figure 2. (a) SEM images of the VO2 sample show that large single
crystals grow together with nanoscale crystallites. The dotted white
line indicates the perimeter of a single crystal. On the edges of the
crystal, several defects are observed (some indicated with arrows). (b)
Holographic image of the same sample imaged at 530.5 eV at room
temperature, showing good agreement with the SEM image. (c) Same
sample heated to 330 K, i.e., close to the transition temperature (Tc ≈
340 K). Thin stripes appear spanning the single crystal corresponding
to the metallic phase. (d) At a higher temperature, after Tc, the
metallic domains grow bigger until the whole sample becomes
metallic.

Figure 3. Spectrally resolved images at the vanadium and oxygen
edges. The images are recorded at 518, 529, and 530.5 eV and are used
to encode the intensities of the three color channels of an RGB (red,
green, blue) image. At 330 K, an increase in intensity of the green
channel, which probes the rutile phase through the d∥ state, is
observed in small regions similar to that observed in Figure 2. As the
sample is heated further, it becomes increasingly clear that the blue
channel, which probes the d∥

c/dπ* state, also changes but in different
regions. At 334 K, three distinct regions can be observed
corresponding to the monoclinic M1, M2, and R phases. As the
temperature increases, the R phase dominates. The dashed line
corresponds to the ROI shown in Figure 4. The circular field of view is
2 μm in diameter.
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223 temperature, the sample is predominantly black within this
224 color-coding scheme, indicating the presence of the initial M1
225 phase, together with some defects (red). As the sample is
226 heated, the new phases (blue, green) nucleate at the boundaries
227 and defects of the single crystals. At intermediate temperatures
228 (334 K), a striped state is present between regions with changes
229 primarily in the d∥

c channel and in the d∥ channel, before the
230 changes tracked by the d∥ feature dominate the region. This
231 phase growth is captured in Figure 4b, which shows the volume
232 fraction of the blue and green regions as a function of
233 temperature within the region of interest (ROI). Both phases
234 start to nucleate at similar temperatures and grow, before the
235 green area dominates.
236 The green, d∥, domains can be easily interpreted as the
237 metallic R phase, that dominates at high temperatures. If
238 changes in electronic correlations precede the structural
239 transition, we would expect any green region to first turn
240 blue as changes at d∥

c should occur before those at d∥.
9

241 However, we note that most regions show a direct transition
242 from M1 to R without weakening of correlations. Only in some
243 spatially distinct regions do we observe the intermediate blue
244 regions. This is highlighted in Figure 4c, which shows the phase
245 as a function of temperature for two nanoscale (∼50 nm)
246 regions of the sample. This indicates that the loss of
247 correlations is not the driving mechanism for the insulator−
248 metal phase transition as previously reported,9 but that the two
249 transition temperatures reported represented regions of the
250 sample taking different pathways to the metallic phase. As strain
251 appears responsible for nucleating the phase transition, we
252 suggest that these blue regions can be assigned to the insulating
253 M2 phase, which is frequently observed in macroscopically
254 strained samples. This assignment is further justified by recent
255 calculations of the M2 phase density of states, which show
256 anisotropic changes in the dyz/dxz orbitals,

20 which would result
257 in polarization-sensitive changes in the XAS in the same vicinity
258 of d∥

c . However, we cannot exclude that the blue regions
259 correspond to the triclinic insulating phase, and further

260calculations of the XAS spectral differences for these phases
261are needed before a conclusive assignment can be made.
262These spatially resolved measurements allow us to draw a
263new interpretation of the phase transition in thin films.
264Nanoscale defects in the thin film modify the local strain
265environment, locally reducing the phase-transition temperature
266for M1 → R. Due to the large volume difference of the R phase,
267a new strain field is generated which can also nucleate the M2

268phase. Both phases continue to grow and form a striped phase
269due to the interaction of the strain fields, as also observed in
270larger nanobeam single crystals.11,12,21,22 As the temperature is
271further raised, a complete transformation of the M2 to the R
272phase occurs. The temperature separation between the
273formation of M2 and R domains for the ROI considered is
274approximately 5 K, in agreement with the shift in temperature
275observed by Gray et al.9 This interpretation can also explain the
276usual temperature dependence of the XAS signal in the vicinity
277of d∥

c during a thermal cycling previously reported,23 as the M2

278phase can be stabilized back to room temperature, although the
279transition temperatures and growth pattern will depend on the
280local distribution of strain, which will be sample specific. In our
281measurements, the domain patterns observed were repeatable
282on thermal cycling, again suggesting that strain from extrinsic
283defects is the dominant mechanism in these samples.24 In the
284future, the role of doping impurities could potentially be
285examined by tuning the photon energy to be resonant to the
286dopant ion in order to image the homogeneity of the doping
287process.
288In conclusion, we do not find any evidence for a new
289monoclinic metallic phase of VO2, nor do we find evidence for
290a weakening of electronic correlations in the insulator−metal
291phase transition. Instead, we find that the phase transition can
292be explained in terms of nanoscale phase separation into the
293known phases of VO2. In some respects, observation of the M2

294phase in our samples is surprising as there is no epitaxial strain
295provided by the substrate to move the sample away from the
296M1 → R pathway. However, this work demonstrates the role
297nanoscale defects play in locally modifying the strain environ-
298ment, which can dramatically modify the phase transition in
299correlated materials. Our work shows that resonant spectro-
300holography can be used to image domain growth on the
301nanoscale, enabling spectroscopic measurements on samples
302that have a heterogeneous response. As phase separation is
303common in correlated materials, we believe that spectro-
304holography will be vital in understanding the role played by
305defects on the structural and electronic properties in materials,
306such as high-temperature superconductors and colossal
307magnetoresistive manganites. Furthermore, when X-rays are
308generated by free electron lasers, holography can image domain
309formation and growth over a wide field of view with
310femtosecond time resolution, enabling imaging of the dynamics
311of phase transitions and coexistence during laser-driven
312transitions.25
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Figure 4. (a) Threshold images of domain growth in VO2 of the single
crystal outlined in Figure 3 at selected temperatures. Growth starts
from defects (red) and consists of two phases, M2 (blue) and R
(green). The diamond and cross markers correspond to the ROIs used
in part c. (b) Temperature-dependent growth of the two phases. The
volume fraction of the M2 phase peaks at ∼335 K before the whole
sample becomes metallic. The growth of the R phase is in good
agreement with the change of the optical transmission measured on a
witness sample. (c) Temperature dependence of the local transition
pathway of the two regions marked in part a. The area marked by a red
cross transitions directly from M1 to R, while the region marked by a
diamond transitions via the blue M2 phase.
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